This table gives the values of the "first factor" h*(p) and their factorizations for all primes p, 200 < p < 521. This extends similar data by M. Newman [Math. Comp., v. 24, 1970, pp. 215-219], and Schrutka [Berlin Akad. Abn., 1964]. The two methods used to compute these data are described.
containing h*(p) and its factors for p < 257. In setting the range 200 < p < 521 the authors decided to include the nine primes between 200 and 257 because Schrutka's table is incomplete as to some factorizations and also because his table is unavailable in most libraries. The present table appears in the microfiche section.
Two methods were used to obtain the results given herewith. The first method, an elaboration of Newman's, gives the value of h*(p) by a determinant. The second method obtains h*(p) as a product of its "algebraic" factors which in turn have their factors so strongly restricted that many quite large values of h*(p) have been completely factored. This factorization theory has been set forth in two other papers (Lehmer [5] and Masley [6] ) from different points of view. This second method is more expensive than the first and, for p > 300, was used only to get all but the largest factor of h*(p), the latter being obtained from the value of h*(p) as given by the first method. and then combined by the Chinese remainder theorem to determine the actual value of det B. The q¡ were chosen to be primes slightly greater than 109, and the process is valid provided
To make an efficient choice of t it is essential to know quantitative upper bounds for |det B\ = h*(p). Fortunately, these have recently become available. Kummer [2] asserted that h*(p) is asymptotic to the function
This has not yet been proved. The best result to date in this direction is due to Lepistö [3] who proves that for p > 200,
-të log p -4 log log p -12.93 -4.66/log p < \og(h*(p)/G(p)) < 5 log logp + 15.49 + 4.66/log p.
These results can be improved by methods used in [6] but not enough to yield Rummer's conjecture. For the range 200 <p < 521 the best known upper bound is (3) \og(h*(p)/G(p)) < log p + log logfr/3) + 3.52.
The number t of moduli was chosen using (2) and (3) so that at most one modulus was "wasted" in satisfying (1).
Every value of h*(p) obtained by this method was later compared with the table of approximations to h*(p) given in Pajunen [9] . These values were also subjected to stringent divisibility conditions imposed by the second method. Newman's results for p < 200 were recomputed in 90 seconds, as opposed to 30 minutes by Newman's method, and no discrepancy was found.
3. Second Method. This method is based on a norming procedure as applied to the fundamental factorization formula (4) h*(p)= FI he(p).
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The positive integer he(p), called the relative class number of degree e, is given by
where g is any primitive root of p. QT(x) is the monic polynomial of degree </>(t) whose roots are the primitive rth roots of unity and 7 = 7(e) = <p{e)¡<tÍT).
Finally,
where a = exp {27ri/e},
and Ne(We(p)) is the norm of We(p) in the cyclotomic field of eth roots of unity.
This elaborate and relatively expensive formula is effective in factoring h*(p).
Furthermore, it is shown in [5] and [6] that if he(P) = Qi<l2 "It is the canonical factorization of he(p) into a product of distinct prime powers q¡ (i = 1(1 )t) then each q¡ prime to e is of the form ex + 1, a valuable condition for several methods of factorization.
In (5) the function QT(2) is readily evaluated by GT(2) = ri(2s-i)M(T/5), 6 It where p is the Möbius function. Thus, the real expense of this method is that of the calculation of the norm
(f,e)=l;f<<?("=i ) (t,e)=l Metsankyla [7] has suggested a straightforward approach via multiprecise approximation of each factor of (6) using floating-point arithmetic followed by the recognition of the huge integer N . Instead, it was decided to follow a suggestion of Spira [11] and use a vector manipulation method with exact fixed point multiprecision arithmetic.
We begin the norming program by determining the coefficients An =e" -e"_, =±1,0 of dimension e with c"= £ atbj (« = 1(1». This is then compressed into a vector of dimension e by replacing cn by cn -cn + efor n = 1 (1 ) The evidence in the main table supports the conjecture that the product B2B4 . . . B x and h*(p) contain p to the same highest power.
6. Description of the Tables. Table 1 gives for each of the 51 indented entries p with 200 < p < 521 the value of the first factor h*(p) of the cyclotomic class number of Ö(exp {2m/p} ). This table and the next appear in the microfiche section of this issue. Table 2 gives the factorizations of the entries in Table 1 as given by (4); one line is devoted to each he(p). The first entry in each line is e itself. Each unmarked factor is a prime. If a factor is followed by * it is intrinsic, i.e. all of its prime factors divide e. If a factor is followed by # the factor is a power of a prime, qa, a > 1, such that e divides qa -1. For example, for p = 313, e = 24, the entry 1369# is 372 and 1368 = 24-57. Oversize entries are put in two Appendices in order of size. The first of these is for primes designated by P followed by the number of its digits; a number greater than 37. The second Appendix is for composite numbers designated by C. For each of these numbers a space is left in the main Table 2 for writing in whatever factors may be discovered in the future. All such prime power factors are known to exceed 1011.
The following procedures were followed in preparing Table 2 . As soon as h*(p) was computed by the first method it was searched for factors less than 10s to discover all its intrinsic factors and the factors that are powers of small primes. The residual factor TV was next tested for pseudo-primality by seeing whether (8) 13^ = 13 (mod TV).
If (8) fails to hold, N is composite and all its extrinsic prime power factors are of the form ex + 1. In this case a search for small factors of N was made using the Illiac IV which makes 64 trial divisions simultaneously, up to the limit 10'l. After removing such factors, if any, from TV and applying (8) to the residual factor, a more serious attempt at factorization was made. For numbers up to 30 digits the Delay Line Sieve was used and for numbers up to 38 digits the Pollard Rho method and, if necessary, the Brillhart-Morrison method were applied by M. Wunderlich of the Northern Illinois University. As a result, we can say of the 26 composite numbers in the appendix that none has a prime factor < 10s and if any prime factor exists between 10s and 101 x its square must also be a factor. Any pseudoprimes discovered were sent to H. S.
Williams at the University of Manitoba, who carried out the final tests for primality in all cases.
